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A. Numbers (1-20) – Write down the numbers in the blanks.

1.  one     2.    3.  

4.    5.    6.

7.   8.    9.  

10.   11.    12.  

13.   14.    15.  

16.   17.    18.  

19.   20.

B. Demonstrative Pronouns – Fill in the blanks with correct answers.
1.       2.

  What is this?

  This is a  watch.

3       4.

. What are these?     What are those?

 books.    kites.

What is that?

 car.

Review Quiz
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C. Articles – Fill in the blanks with ‘a’ or ‘an’.

1.   an    umbrella    6.  radio

2.  duck    7.  apple

3.  pencil    8.  horse

4.  elephant    9.  eye

5.  orange    10. aeroplane

D. Personal Pronouns – Fill in the blanks with the correct pronouns.

1.My name is Sarah.

 I  am six years old.

2.Uncle Ray is a fireman.

is strong.

3.Karen and I are good friends. 

study in the same school.

4.The flowers in the park are colourful.

are red, pink and yellow.

5.Miss Wong is a teacher.

teaches English in a primary school.

6.The kitten is cute.

is drinking milk.
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E. Verb (to be) – Fill in the blanks with ‘is’, ‘am’ or ‘are’.

1. I  am  a primary one student.

2.  you six years old?

3. The dog  hungry.

4. Dad and I  in the restaurant.

5. The policewomen  patrolling.

F. Verb (have) – Choose the correct answers.

1.Uncle Tim and Auntie Tammy (  have / has ) sandwiches and 

orange juice for tea.

2.Martin ( have / has ) a bath every day.

3.The boys ( have / has ) fish and rice for dinner.

4.Mr. Lee ( have / has ) a toothache. So he sees the dentist.

5.May I ( have / has ) some tea, please?


